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Description

The invention relates to a control unit of a compressor controlling the start-up operation for refrigerating machines such as air-conditioners and refrigerators.

Conventional configuration and operation of the start-up control unit for refrigerating machines disclosed in the Japanese examined patent publication No. he6-15864 (JP 61272480 A) are explained using Fig. 18.

For conventional compressor incorporated in refrigerating cycle machines, because a large amount of electrical current is required to start an operation of the compressor at a low temperature, some of the compressors tended to fail on start-up due to an activation of "protection circuit" caused from a running of excess current.

That is, for the conventional compressor at the low temperature, a viscosity of lubricant inside the compressor increases that the fluidity decreases. Not only this results in viscous and frictional drags at abrasive and rotational parts of the compressor, but also allows electrical current to flow easily due to a reduced electrical resistance in the motor coil under low temperature. This being the case, once the start-up failure occurs, even after a recovery from the protection circuit and then attempted to re-start, the compressor is likely to fail again. When this is repeated several times, some of the refrigerating cycle machines may take this as malfunction which can lead to a problem of shutdown of the whole machine.

Even though it will not come to the point of shutdown of the whole machine, there are situations when the machine cannot function for some length of time that this will leads to a danger of losing credibility of the refrigerating machine itself by such forceful start-ups.

Fig. 18 has taken into consideration such situations, aiming to provide a start-up control unit of refrigerating cycle machines that has a heat-up function for some period of time before re-starting the machine when the failing occurs.

As Fig. 18 is showing, the parts are as follows: compressor 81; pre-heating unit 82; exterior unit 83; central control unit 84; main inverter circuit 85; converter 86; inverter 87; excess current sensor 88 that detects excess current of the compressor 81; excess current detection circuit 90; and interior unit 91.

Next, operation is explained. Upon start-up, when the excess current sensor 88 in the main inverter circuit 85 has detected excess current, the detected signal is transmitted to the central processing unit 84 via the excess current detection circuit 90. At the central processing unit 84, excess current protection circuit is activated, and this stops the start-up of the compressor 81. Simultaneously, frequency output control circuit of inverter at the central processing unit 84 activates the pre-heating unit 82 to heat up the compressor 81. Using the heat from a motor of the compressor 81, a refrigerant resting inside the lubricant is poured out by heating for about 3 minutes. The refrigerant resting inside the lubricant is a medium that was liquified inside the compressor. Under a normal condition the refrigerant is carbureted to be used by the compressor 81 during the refrigerating cycle. However, due to a decreased temperature from the stopped compressor, the carbureted refrigerant is liquified, then become mixed with the lubricant. The liquified refrigerant inside the compressor is termed "resting refrigerant". An amount of liquified resting refrigerant is called "amount of resting refrigerant". The refrigerant that is carbureted due to rise in compressor temperature is used in the refrigerating cycle. The reason for pre-heating the compressor is to carburete the resting refrigerant. After pre-heating for 3 minutes, the central processing unit 84 re-activates the compressor 81. A temperature sensor 92 can be attached to the pre-heating unit 82, and the temperature reading can be transmitted to the central processing unit 84 for control.

Operation of another control unit of the compressor in conventional air-conditioners is disclosed in the Japanese unexamined utility model publication No. sho56-134561 (JP 56134561 U) will be explained using Fig. 19 and 20. Conventionally, when starting the air-conditioner, foaming reaction occurs from the refrigerant being mixed with the lubricant inside the compressor. The foaming of lubricant is caused by an increase in the temperature of compressor, and the lubricant is output from the compressor during refrigerating cycle. This result in a shortage of the lubricant, which causes lots of incident of burning of abrasive parts of the compressor.

To improve from such incidents, heater was attached to a sealed container of the compressor as shown in Figure 18; then the compressor was heated to prevent a melting of the refrigerant into the lubricant. However, such configuration needs a power supply for the heater. The disadvantages were wasting of power, and an addition of extra parts as heater and cables for the heater.

Figs. 19 and 20 show a configuration of conventional air-conditioner and a block chart of the control unit.

The parts are: compressor 61 containing motor 66 and compressor unit 69 which are designed to be contained inside a sealed container 67. Other parts are: condenser 62; decompressor 63; and evaporator 64. The compressor 61 is connected with the other parts to form a loop to comprise a well-known refrigerating cycle. When the compressor is not rotating, the lubricant 68 resides at an inner bottom of the compressor 61, and most part of the refrigerant are melted to the lubricant. Control unit 65 controls the operation of the compressor 61 and is equipped with the followings: frequency conversion circuit 65a; frequency command circuit 65b; timer circuit 65c which controls the frequency command circuit 65b; and load detection circuit 65d which detects loads on the air-conditioner. 70 is operating switch.
The operation of air-conditioner for above-mentioned configuration is explained below.

First of all, turn on the operating switch 70, and an output command of frequency 0 c/s (cycles/second) is generated to the frequency conversion circuit 65a from the frequency command circuit 65b. The frequency output of 0 c/s from the frequency conversion circuit 65a is made, or in other words, a DC (direct current) is supplied to the motor 66 of the compressor 61. The motor 66 heats up without rotating when the DC flows through. The heat from the motor 66 will heat-up the sealed container 67 and the lubricant 68. Due to this the refrigerant that were melted into the lubricant 68 become carbureted and will be separated from the lubricant 68.

The timer circuit 65c is activated after a fixed time t has lapsed, and the frequency command circuit 65b will be controlled by the load detection circuit 65d. As Fig. 21 shows, when the output from the frequency command circuit 65b changes, the frequency output from the frequency conversion circuit 65a will change from 0 c/s to a certain frequency (e.g. frequency in which the motor 66 starts), then the motor 66 will start rotation and outputs high pressure gas from the compressor 61. This being the case, the refrigerant that are melted into the lubricant 68 should be small, therefore, foaming of the lubricant 68 will not occur, and only the refrigerant gas is output from the compressor 61.

Therefore, when the operation of compressor 61 starts, the burning of each abrasive part of the compressor 61 caused by the shortage of lubricant 68 can be prevented. Also, extra electricity for heating is not necessary.

The frequency output is set to 0 c/s, however, it is also possible to apply a low frequency to cause zero or small number of rotations of the motor 66. Apart from the two types of frequency in the frequency conversion control, can also design a configuration which is controlled by a gradual increase in the frequency. In addition, a period of time for controlling the frequency command circuit 65b by the load detection circuit 65d is determined using a timer, but it can also be done by temperature reading of the compressor 61.

For the conventional operation control unit of air-conditioner, upon starting the compressor, frequency is set to either zero or to a lower frequency so that the rotation of compressor is stopped or reduced. From a heat generated from the coil of motor, the compressor is heated up to evaporate the refrigerant melted into the lubricant. The compressor is designed to rotate after the evaporation that it possesses a number of advantages as: prevention of burning of each abrasive part caused by the shortage of lubricant; and no extra parts are needed such as heater and cables for the heater.

As explained above, for the start-up control unit of refrigerating machine in Figure 18, after detecting excess current of compressor the compressor 81 is turned off for a fixed amount of time (3 minutes) for heating, and then tries to re-start. Similarly, for the operating control unit of refrigerating machine in Figures 19 and 20, the compressor starts after heating the compressor for a fixed time t using the heat generated from the coil of motor. As can be seen in both cases of related art, the start-ups are controlled without any consideration of the amount of resting refrigerant inside the compressors. Therefore, the problem is: it does not take into account the fact that an immediate re-starting is possible. That is, even in a situation when the resting refrigerant requires only a short heating time (i.e. case when the amount of resting refrigerant is low), and the excess current has flown, it must always stop and wait for a fixed amount of time (3 minutes or time t) before re-starting. When the amount of resting refrigerant is large, on contrary, the 3 minutes or time t may not be enough heating time but it is set to re-start in that period, resulting in consumption of extra energy, in addition, too great a rise in temperature of the motor of compressor can cause various troubles (e.g. burning of abrasive parts from rise in lubricant temperature).

Also, various incidents can result from foaming of the lubricant, making re-starting even more difficult. EP 0 537512 A2 relates to a device for controlling a three-phase asynchronous motor powered by a DC source via an inverter. The voltage value of the DC supply is detected by a voltage sensor and a microprocessor unit decreases or increases the frequency of the inverter output in accordance with that voltage value. US 4 724 680 discloses a device according to the preamble of claim 1.

In view of the foregoing, the invention provides a control unit of a refrigerating machine as set out in Claim 1.

Preferred features of the invention are set out in Claims 2 to 8.

Further scope of applicability of the present invention will become apparent from the detailed description given hereinafter. However, it should be understood that the detailed description and specific examples, while indicating preferred embodiments of the invention, are given by way of illustration only, since various changes and modifications within the scope of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art from this detailed description.

The present invention will become more fully understood from the detailed description given hereinbelow and the accompanying drawings which are given by way of illustration only, and thus do not limit of the present invention, and wherein:

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 2 shows the time charts of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 3 shows the operational flow chart of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 4 shows the characteristic diagram of start-up inverter output V/F of control unit of refrigerating
machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 5 shows the time chart of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 6 shows the time chart of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 7 shows the time chart of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1;
Fig. 8 shows the configuration of refrigerating machine for embodiment 2;
Fig. 9 shows the time charts of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 2;
Fig. 10 shows the configuration of refrigerating machine for embodiment 3;
Fig. 11 shows the time charts of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 3;
Fig. 12 shows the configuration of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 4;
Fig. 13 shows the time charts of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 4;
Fig. 14 shows the operational flow chart of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 4;
Fig. 15 shows the operational flow chart of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 4;
Fig. 16 shows the configuration of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 5;
Fig. 17 shows the time charts of control unit of refrigerating machine for embodiment 5;
Fig. 18 shows the operational flow chart of control unit of control unit of prior art;
Fig. 19 shows the refrigerating cycle of air-conditioner of Fig. 2; and
Fig. 20 shows the configuration of control unit of refrigerating machine of embodiment 1; and
Fig. 21 shows the characteristic of frequency output of operating control unit for air-conditioner of Figs. 19 and 20.

Reference will now be made in detail to the present preferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals indicate like elements through out the several views.

Embodiment 1.

Fig. 1 shows configuration of the compressor for embodiment 1, illustrating the following parts: AC (alternate current) power 1; converter 2 having rectifier diode; smoothing condenser 3; inverter 4 having inverter element; compressor 5 having a motor; driving circuit 7 that drives the inverter element of the inverter 4; current detection circuit 10 which detects current of the compressor; and microprocessor (start-up control unit) 9.

The microprocessor 9 converts current of the compressor detected by the current detection circuit 10, from analog into digital signal. Based on a result of the conversion, the microprocessor controls the driving circuit of inverter element. The microprocessor 9 is a microcomputer (start-up control circuit) having a function of software to control the start-up.

Next, operation is explained.

To begin with, as the Fig. 2 shows, at start-up, following outputs are made to the compressor: fs, an initial setup value of frequency as frequency output of inverter; and VS1, an initial setup values of voltage VS1 as voltage output of inverter. At the starting time, the frequency output fs is maintained and unchanged until the compressor starts.

Under the maintained frequency output fs, the current detection circuit 10 detects input current IM in locked compressor for every Δt. The detected input current IM exceeds setup current level of IMO at time t1, which is a current level required to start the motor. From time t1, for every Δt, the control unit increases the voltage output VS1 by ΔVS. The reason for the level-up of voltage output VS1 by ΔVS is to obtain a minimum possible input current IM that exceeds the setup current level IMO. This is an attempt to start the motor in minimum possible electricity to conserve energy, also prevents excess current flow.

When the input current IM exceeds the setup current level IMO, the voltage output of the inverter should stop increasing, and should maintain the voltage at that level. For example, after the value of the input current IM has exceeded the setup current level IMO which is a sufficient level to start the motor, at time t2 after Δt has lapsed from time t1, stop increasing the voltage output of inverter to maintain it unchanged.

By supplying electricity in this situation, the motor of compressor heats up, and the viscosity of lubricant decreases by the increased temperature. As the frictional resistance of each abrasive part decreases, the compressor starts to rotate, and the input current IM, which is detected by the current detection circuit 10, reduces to below setup current level IMO at time t3. After time Δt has lapsed at time t4, as a and b of Fig. 2 are showing, the frequency output and voltage output of inverter are increased to control the rotation (frequency) of the compressor depending on loads. What is meant by detecting decreased input current IM from the current detection circuit 10 is, the compressor has begun to rotate. Therefore, there's no extra requirement to heat up the motor with electricity. According to this invention, the current detection circuit 10 valuates the completion time of heating to pour out the resting refrigerant, and it is geared to conserve energy.
Followings are detailed explanations, referring to Figs. 3, 4 and 5, on the start-up control operation.

Fig. 3 shows a control flow chart at start-up.

Fig. 4 is a graph on the start-up characteristic of voltage output of inverter, showing the relation of: voltage output of inverter/frequency output of inverter (V/f).

Fig. 5 is time charts at normal start-up.

To start with step 1, as Fig. 3 shows, in order to set the initial values of software (S/W) loop counter and compressor lock flag, the start-up control circuit clears the counter and the lock flag based on starting signal from the compressor.

What is meant by "lock" of the compressor is, it is a situation when the motor of the compressor is not rotating. The lock flag is a flag that indicates that the compressor is not rotating even if there's sufficient electricity running to start the compressor.

In step 2, the compressor is started at the initial setup value, that is, as explained previously, the compressor starts at VS1/fs (voltage output of inverter/frequency output of inverter).

In step 3, the frequency output fs is maintained, and detect the input current IM after Δt.

In step 4, valuate whether or not if the detected input current IM had exceeded the setup current level IMO. Here, the setup current level IMO is a level of the current required to switch the compressor from the locking to the rotating mode. That is, it is the level of current required to start a rotation of the motor of compressor.

Also, the setup current level IMO can be used to indicate abnormality in a motor, if the motor does not rotate even after the current has reached the excess level.

Based on the results of valuation, in an excess case (IM>IMO), the voltage output will not be increased and advances to step 5 which sets the lock flag to maintain the situation, and for a case when not in excess (IM≤IMO), proceed to step 6 which is a step to valuate whether lock flag is being set or not.

Previously mentioned initial voltage output VS1 is set at low level to start with so initially, the input current IM is always below the setup current level IMO, therefore, the first valuation always leads to step 6.

In step 6, the lock flag is checked. When the lock flag is not set yet it advances to step 8. The loop counter n is increased by 1 (n+1=n), and advances to next step.

Numerical n is a counter number.

In step 9, for every increase in the loop counter by 1, the voltage output of inverter Vn is raised by ΔVS only. That is, the voltage output of inverter Vn is VS1+(n)ΔVS.

Step 10 valuates VS1+(n)ΔVS whether it has reached previously set driving voltage Vn shown in Fig. 4. If it has, it is functioning normally and will go to step 7. After that, operation of compressor is controlled by the voltage output and the frequency output of inverter depending on loads. If VS1+(n)ΔVS has not reached the previously set driving voltage Vn, it will go to step 3. After that it is a repetition from step 3 to step 10.

During the repetition of step 3 to step 10, at step 4 when the detected input current IM has been evaluated to exceed the value of setup current level IMO (time t3 of c in Fig. 2), go to step 5. What is meant by the detected input current IM exceeding the value of setup current level IMO is, the motor is unable to rotate due to low temperature and abundant amount of resting refrigerant.

When the motor begins to rotate during the repetition of step 3 to step 10, this means that the motor has started normally without the input current IM having to exceed the setup current level IMO. For example, as Fig. 5 shows, when the motor starts to rotate at time t5, the input current IM remains low. And when step 3 to step 10 continues to repeat in this situation, Vn>Vs occurs at time t6 as shown in Fig. 5. When the voltage output of inverter Vn equals the previously set driving voltage Vs as described previously, it will go from step 10 to step 7, and the operation of compressor is controlled by the voltage output of inverter and the frequency output of inverter depending on loads. Therefore, if went from step 10 to step 7, it is the case of normal function without the input current IM having to exceed the setup current level IMO.

If the motor failed to rotate as normal the lock flag is set at step 5. Then returns to step 3 as done so in Fig. 2, without increasing the voltage output. After time Δt, the current input IM is detected in step 3 and again in step 4 repeats the step of valuation whether or not if the detected input current IM exceeded the setup current level IMO. During the process of repetition, when the detected input current IM is below the setup current level IMO (time t4 of c in Fig. 2), that means the motor in locking mode is heated up by running of electricity and the temperature of lubricant is increased which decreases the viscosity causing the decline in frictional resistance of each abrasive part to begin the rotation of compressor, and eventually decreasing the input current IM. When the input current IM is valuated to be below the setup current level IMO, go to step 6, and in this step, the lock flag is checked. As the lock flag has been set, it goes to step 7 where compressor operation for the voltage output of inverter and the frequency output of inverter are controlled depending on loads. As such, heating completes when the current has been detected and the motor starts to rotate. In other words, the heating can be done in the exact time needed. This is quite different from the conventional method where heating time was exactly for 3 minutes or for a fixed time period t.

As explained above, the voltage VS1 of the initial frequency fs is increased for every Δt, however, it can also be for a predetermined time. For example, as Fig. 6 shows, if set the time to be longer to start with and then shorter next (Δt1>Δt2), time Δt3 can be made shorter, which is the time period of excess current flow at above the setup current level IMO to raise the coil temperature. Therefore, the resting refrigerant will be...
poured out under the most safe condition and the credibility of refrigerating machine increases.

[0052] As Fig. 7 shows, when the voltage VS1 for the initial frequency fs is below the driving voltage Vs, there's no problem for the initial input current IM being in excess to the setup current level IM0. In such a case, as with the flow chart shown in Fig. 3, the steps from 8 to 10 are skipped, and the start-up is controlled within step 1 to step 7.

Embodiment 2.

[0053] The embodiment 2 of this invention is explained below.

[0054] Fig. 8 shows a configuration for the embodiment 2. In this figure, 6 is DC-line current detection circuit that protects excess current of DC-line inverter element. The detailed explanation of all other parts are as explained in the embodiment 1.

[0055] Fig. 9 is time charts for the start-up of compressor for the embodiment 2. The horizontal axis of a, b, c and d on the charts indicate time lapsed; and the vertical axis of a, b, c and d correspond to frequency output of inverter, voltage output of inverter, DC-line current and rotation of compressor respectively.

[0056] The operation is explained below.

[0057] As the figure shows, outputs are made to the compressor. The initial setup value of frequency fs as frequency output of inverter, and the initial setup value for voltage VS1 as voltage output of inverter.

[0058] On starting, the frequency output fs is maintained until the compressor is started.

[0059] Maintaining the situation, the DC-line current detection circuit 6 detects DC-line current IDC from the compressor in locking mode for every Δt. For every Δt the voltage output VS1 is raised by ΔVS until time t1. The detected DC-line current IDC exceeds a setup level value of DC-line current IDCO at time t1. The level value of DC-line current IDCO is a required level to move from the locking mode to the rotating mode.

[0060] After the DC-line current IDC has exceeded the level value of DC-line current IDCO, maintain the frequency output, and stop increasing the voltage output.

[0061] By supplying electricity as maintaining the frequency output, the motor of compressor heats up which can increase the temperature of lubricant, causing decline in viscosity to cause decrease in the frictional resistance of abrasive parts. Then the compressor begins to rotate and the DC-line current IDC decreases to below the setup level value of DC-line current IDCO at time t3. At time t4 after time Δt has lapsed, as a and b of Fig. 9 shows, the frequency output of inverter and the voltage output of inverter are increased which will control a number of rotations (frequency) of the compressor depending on loads.

[0062] That is, for embodiment 2, in place of the current detection circuit of embodiment 1, DC-line current detection circuit 6 is used. The DC-line current detection circuit 6 valuates driving based on detection from DC-line current of inverter. A measure of valuation had simply been substituted from the input current for compressor IM to the DC-line current for inverter IDC. All other mechanisms are as explained in the embodiment 1, therefore, the explanation on operational flow is omitted.

Embodiment 3.

[0063] The embodiment 3 of this invention is explained below.

[0064] Fig. 10 shows a configuration of the embodiment 3. In the figure, 8 is a power-supplied input current detection circuit that detects power-supplied input current. Other parts of the configuration are as explained in the embodiment 1, therefore, the detailed explanation is omitted.

[0065] Fig. 11 is time charts on the start-up of compressor for the embodiment 3. The horizontal axis of a, b, c and d on the charts indicate time and the vertical axis of a, b, c and d correspond to frequency output of inverter, voltage output of inverter, power-supplied input current and a number of rotations of compressor respectively.

[0066] For the embodiment 3, in place of the current detection circuit for compressor of the embodiment 1 the power-supplied input current detection circuit 8 is used. The power-supplied input current detection circuit 8 valuates driving of the compressor based on power-supplied input current IAC. A measure of valuation had simply been substituted from the input current for compressor IM to the power-supplied input current IAC.

[0067] As Fig. 11 shows, on start-up, outputs are made to the compressor. As the frequency output of inverter the initial setup value of frequency fs, and as voltage output of inverter the initial setup value of voltage VS1. On starting, the frequency output fs and the initial setup value for voltage VS1 are maintained until the compressor starts to rotate. Maintaining the situation, detect power-supplied input current IAC, and when the detected power-supplied current IAC is exceeding the previously set level value of power-supplied input setup current IAC0, maintain this situation. The compressor rotates and the power-supplied current IAC decreases to below the power-supplied input setup current IAC0 at time t1. At time t2 after time Δt has lapsed the frequency output of inverter and the voltage output of inverter are increased.

Embodiment 4.

[0068] The embodiment 4 of this invention is explained below.

[0069] Fig. 12 shows a configuration of the control unit for embodiment 4. In the figure, 11 is a temperature sensor which measures the motor temperature in the compressor. All other parts in this configuration are as de-
setup current level IMO after time $t_1$.

Similarly, Fig. 13 is time charts on the start-up of compressor for the embodiment 4. The horizontal axis of a, b, c and d on the charts indicate time and the vertical axis of a, b, c and d correspond to the frequency output of inverter, and the motor temperature of compressor respectively. Fig. 13 shows a case when the motor temperature TM, which is detected by the temperature sensor 11, had become greater than the highest setup temperature TMO before the compressor rotation.

Following is the explanation of a case when the motor temperature measured by the temperature sensor 11 that has not become greater than the highest set temperature TMO. In this case, the operation is similar to the previously described case in Fig. 2. As Fig. 2 shows, on start-up, outputs are made to the compressor. As the frequency output of inverter the initial setup value of frequency $f_s$, and as voltage output of inverter the initial setup value of voltage $V_S1$. On starting, the frequency output $f_s$ and the initial setup value for voltage $V_S1$ are maintained until the compressor starts to rotate.

When the motor temperature TM measured by the temperature sensor 11 has not reached the temperature greater than the highest set temperature TMO, which is a fixed temperature as a protection temperature of the coil in motor, the current detection circuit 10 detects the input current of compressor IM in the locking mode for every $\Delta t$, and until the detected input current for compressor IM exceeds the previously set value of setup current level IMO at time $t_1$, the voltage output $V_S1$ at the control unit is increased by $\Delta V_S$ for every $\Delta t$.

After the input current of compressor IM has exceeded the setup current level IMO, a voltage increase for the output voltage is terminated, and the situation is maintained if the motor temperature TM measured by the temperature sensor has not reached the highest set temperature TMO.

By supplying the electricity maintaining this situation, the motor inside the compressor heats up which causes the temperature of lubricant to increase, leading to a decrease in its viscosity, which in turn will causes decline in the frictional resistance of abrasive parts and the compressor begins to rotate. When the detected input current of compressor IM decreases to below the setup current level IMO after time $\Delta t$ at time $t_3$, the voltage output of inverter and the frequency output of inverter are increased at time $t_4$ as shown in a and b of Fig. 2, this can control a number of rotations (frequency) of the compressor depending on loads.

If the compressor is unable to rotate and when the motor temperature TM measured by the temperature sensor 11 had became greater than the highest set temperature TMO, there are three controlling methods as below.

A control method one is to block inverter output as shown in time $t_1$ of Fig. 13.

A control method two is, following the blockage of output inverter as of the control method one, after a fixed time has lapsed from time $t_1$ when the motor temperature had become lower than the lowest set temperature, return to the start (time $t=0$).

A control method three is, when the motor temperature measured by the temperature sensor 11 is greater than the highest set temperature, the compressor is assumed that it has an adequate heat. The voltage output and frequency output of inverter are increased to control the rotation (frequency) of compressor, depending on loads.

Next, among the previously described start-up control methods, the control method 3 is explained in detail using Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 is an operational flow chart on controlled start-up for the embodiment 4.

As Fig. 14 shows in step 11 the start-up control unit 9 clears the lock flag and the counter based on the starting signal of compressor in order to set initial values of the software (S/W) loop counter and the compressor lock flag.

In step 12, the compressor starts at the initial setup value, that is, as described previously, the compressor starts at; $V_S1/f_s$ (voltage output of inverter/frequency output of inverter).

In step 13, under the maintained frequency output $f_s$, the input current for compressor IM is detected after time $A_t$.

Step 14 valuates whether the detected input current of compressor IM had exceeded or not the setup current level IMO.

From the initial valuation result where lock flag is unset and if IM>IMO, go to step 15, and if IMIMO, then go to step 17 to determine if lock flag is set or unset.

As described previously, initially, the initial voltage output $V_S1$ is set so the initial input current for compressor IM is always below the setup current level IMO, therefore, goes to step 17.

In step 17, the lock flag is unset so proceed to step 18 and see if the motor temperature of the compressor is greater or smaller than the highest set temperature. If the temperature is greater than the highest set temperature, the lubricant is sufficiently warm inside the compressor, so proceed to step 22, and the voltage output and frequency output of inverter are increased to control the rotation (frequency) depending on loads.

However, if the motor temperature of the compressor is below the highest set temperature, go to step 19 to increase the loop counter by one, then proceed to step 20.

In step 20, for every increase in the loop counter by one, increase the voltage output of inverter $V_S1$ by $\Delta V_S$. That is, voltage output of inverter $V_n$ is $V_S1+(n)\Delta V_S$.

Numerical $n$ is the counter number.

In step 21, $V_S1+(n)\Delta V_S$ valuates whether or not if it has reached the previously set driving voltage $V_s$. If it has, go to step 22 to control the operation for the
If VS1+(n) VS has not reached previously set driving voltage Vs, go to step 13 to repeat steps 13 to step 20.

When the voltage output of inverter Vn became the same value as the previously set driving voltage Vs during the repetition, as described before, go to step 22 to control the operation of the voltage output of inverter and frequency output of inverter of compressor depending on loads.

While repeating the steps 13 to 20, if the input current of compressor IM detected in step 14 exceeded the setup current level IMO, go to step 15.

As shown in the flow chart, at step 15, the motor temperature of compressor is measured to see if the temperature is over or under the highest set temperature. From a result of the measurement, if it is over the highest set temperature, the lubricant inside the compressor is sufficiently warm meaning there’s no resting refrigerant, so proceed to step 22 to increase the frequency output of inverter and the output voltage of inverter, and control a number of rotations (frequency) of compressor depending on loads.

On contrary, when the motor temperature is below the highest set temperature, the voltage output remains intact and go to step 16 to set the lock flag to maintain the situation then returns to step 13 to re-detected the input current of compressor IM after time Δt. At step 14 repeat the valuation if the input current IM has exceeded the setup current level IMO.

During the repetition when the input current for compressor IM was below the setup current level IMO, that is, during a fixed voltage output at the locking mode, the motor of compressor is heated causing the increase in lubricant temperature and a decrease in its viscosity leading to a decline in frictional resistance of the abrasive parts. When the compressor rotation starts, and if the input current of compressor IM decreases to below the setup current level IMO, go to step 17 to valuate that the lock flag is set at the fixed voltage output so proceed to step 22 to control the operation of the voltage output and the frequency output of inverter of compressor depending on loads.

In the previous explanation the voltage VS1 of the initial frequency fs was increased for every Δt but it can also be for a fixed time. For instance, if set the time so that it is longer in duration to start with, followed by shorter duration, so that time period between excess current flow can be made shorter when raising coil temperature that this is much a safer way to pour out the resting refrigerant.

When the voltage VS1 of the initial frequency fs is below the driving voltage, there’s no problem for the initial current of compressor exceeding the setup current level IMO.

In the previous explanation, the temperature sensor 11 measures the motor temperature of compressor to valuate whether or not if the measured temperature is over the highest set temperature. The temperature sensor 11 can be set to measure the temperature of lubricant that is appropriate as the motor temperature of compressor, or as a shell temperature of compressor, and either one of these can be the basis of valuation to valuate if the motor temperature had become over the highest set temperature.

Alternatively, instead of measuring the temperature using the temperature sensor 11, can adopt temperature counter using a timer (not illustrated) or alternatively, can use a software program for counting a period of time between power off to power on mode of the compressor. That is, for step 15 or 18, if the period of time between the power off to power on of the compressor is below the pre-setted time, the compressor is still warm, and can proceed to step 22.

When a starting signal appears in the compressor, based on the temperature reading of the temperature sensor 11, if the temperature characteristic value which is equivalent to the motor temperature of compressor is over the highest set temperature, the control circuit can be made not to start at the initial set value VS1/fs. For example, as Fig. 15 shows, step 1a is inserted between step 1 and 2. At step 1a, the temperature characteristic value that corresponds to the motor temperature of the compressor (e.g. temperature of lubricant in the compressor), is checked whether it is over or under the highest set temperature. If the temperature characteristic value is over the highest set temperature, proceed to step 7 as in Fig. 15. If the temperature characteristic value is under the highest set temperature, go to step 2, so that if the temperature of lubricant is low, that is, a temperature when the amount of resting refrigerant is large inside the compressor, the refrigerant must be heated. When the temperature of refrigerant is high, that is, a temperature when the amount of resting refrigerant is low, the unnecessary heating will not take place. By doing so it helps to prevent the deterioration of lubricant to provide the control unit of refrigerating machine that are economically sound and high in credibility.

Embodiment 5.

The embodiment 5 of the invention is explained below.

Fig. 16 shows a configuration of the embodiment 5. Fig. 17 is time charts of the start-up control unit for the embodiment 5. As the figure shows, for the embodiment 5, when the current value that are equivalent to the input current of compressor IM of embodiment 1 has reached a protection level value of excess current IMC, it has a danger to damage an insulation of motor in the compressor having the setup current level IMO for some reason. To protect the insulation of the motor of compressor, excess current protection circuit 12 is set in place. The excess current protection circuit 12 hold the protection level value of excess current IMC. At time
11 when the current value has exceeded the level value of excess current IMC, the excess current protection circuit 12 blocks the voltage output of inverter, and the result of the blockage is indicated at display unit 13.

[0105] The excess current protection circuit 12 can also be installed to embodiments 2 to 4 (not illustrated). Instead of the excess current protection circuit 12, can design something else that achieves similar function as the excess current protection circuit 12 at the start-up control circuit 9.

[0106] The invention being thus described, it will be obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the scope of the invention, and all such modifications as would be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to be included within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A control unit of a refrigerating machine provided with a compressor heat-coupled with and driven by an inverter-driven motor; the control unit comprising:

   a current detection circuit for detecting current being supplied to drive the motor; and
   a control circuit for controlling the motor based on a detected result from the current detection circuit;

   wherein the control circuit is adapted to cause the inverter to apply an initial frequency and initial voltage to the motor on start-up; to determine a running mode of the motor on the basis of a detection result from the current detection circuit; and determine when to increase the operating frequency of the inverter on the basis of the result from the current detection circuit; characterised in that the control circuit is adapted to increase voltage by a fixed amount for successive fixed periods when the motor is not operated, and then evaluate the operation mode of the motor based on the detection result from the current detection circuit.

2. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to Claim 1, wherein the control circuit is adapted to increase the inverter frequency when the voltage reaches a previously set driving voltage.

3. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to any preceding claim, further comprising a temperature sensor circuit for detecting a temperature characteristic value that is equivalent to the temperature of the motor, and wherein the control circuit is adapted to evaluate whether to apply the initial frequency and the initial voltage to the compressor based on a detected result of the temperature detection circuit prior to starting the motor.

4. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to Claim 3, wherein the control circuit is adapted to evaluate whether the temperature characteristic value has exceeded a pre-set temperature based on a detection result from the temperature detection circuit, after applying the initial frequency and the initial voltage to the motor, and controlling the frequency of inverter when the motor is not operated.

5. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to Claim 3, wherein the control circuit is adapted to increase the initial voltage by a fixed amount for every fixed period when the motor is not operated, and then evaluate whether the temperature characteristic value has exceeded the pre-set temperature based on the detection result from the temperature detection circuit.

6. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to Claim 3, wherein the control circuit is adapted to increase the initial voltage by a fixed amount for every fixed period when the motor is not operated, and then evaluate whether the temperature characteristic value has exceeded the pre-set temperature, and when the temperature characteristic value has not exceeded the pre-set temperature, re-evaluate the running mode of the motor based on the basis of the detection result from the current detection circuit.

7. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to any preceding claim, further comprising an excess current protection circuit for blocking current being supplied to the motor when the detected result from the current detection circuit exceeds an excess current value.

8. A control unit of a refrigerating machine according to Claim 7 further comprising a display unit for indicating an instance of blockage by the excess current protection circuit.

Revendications

1. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération munie d'un compresseur couplé thermiquement et entraîné par un moteur entraîné par inverseur, l'unité de commande comprenant:

   un circuit de détection de courant pour détecter un courant qui est appliqué pour entraîner le moteur; et
   un circuit de commande pour commander le moteur sur la base d'un résultat détecté en pro-
Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération
dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour faire en sorte que l'inverseur applique une fréquence initiale et une tension initiale sur le moteur lors du démarrage; pour déterminer un mode de fonctionnement du moteur sur la base d'un résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de courant; et pour déterminer lorsqu'il convient d'augmenter la fréquence de fonctionnement de l'inverseur sur la base du résultat du circuit de détection de courant; caractérisée en ce que le circuit de commande est adapté pour augmenter la tension d'une valeur fixe pour des périodes fixes successives lorsque le moteur n'est pas actionné et ensuite pour évaluer le mode de fonctionnement du moteur sur la base du résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de courant.

2. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour augmenter la fréquence d'inverseur lorsque la tension atteint une tension de pilotage établie de façon préalable.

3. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre un circuit de capteur de température pour détecter une valeur caractéristique de température qui est équivalente à la température du moteur et dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour évaluer si oui ou non il convient d'appliquer la fréquence initiale et la tension initiale sur le compresseur sur la base d'un résultat de détection du circuit de détection de température avant de démarrer le moteur.

4. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour évaluer si oui ou non la valeur caractéristique de température a excédé une température pré-établie sur la base d'un résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de température, après application de la fréquence initiale et de la tension initiale sur le moteur et pour commander la fréquence de l'inverseur lorsque le moteur n'est pas actionné.

5. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour augmenter la tension initiale d'une valeur fixe à chaque période fixe lorsque le moteur n'est pas actionné puis pour évaluer si oui ou non la valeur caractéristique de température a excédé la température pré-établie sur la base d'un résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de température.

6. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle le circuit de commande est adapté pour augmenter la tension initiale d'une valeur fixe à chaque période fixe lorsque le compresseur n'est pas actionné puis pour évaluer si oui ou non la valeur caractéristique de température a excédé la température pré-établie et, lorsque la valeur caractéristique de température n'a pas excédé la température pré-établie, pour réevaluer le mode de fonctionnement du moteur sur la base d'un résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de température.

7. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre un circuit de protection vis-à-vis d'un courant en excès pour bloquer un courant qui est appliqué sur le moteur lorsque le résultat de détection en provenance du circuit de détection de courant excède une valeur de courant en excès.

8. Unité de commande d'une machine de réfrigération selon la revendication 7, comprenant en outre une unité d'affichage pour indiquer la survenue d'un blocage au moyen du circuit de protection vis-à-vis d'un courant en excès.

Patentansprüche

1. Steuereinheit einer Kühlimaschine, die mit einem Kompressor versehen ist, der mit einem über einen Umrichter angesteuerten Motor Wärme-gekoppelt ist und von diesem angetrieben wird, wobei die Steuereinheit umfasst:

   eine Stromerfassungsschaltung zum Erfassen von Strom, der zugeführt wird, um den Motor anzusteuen; und

   eine Steuereinheit zum Steuern des Motors auf Grundlage eines erfassten Ergebnisses von der Stromerfassungsschaltung;

   wobei die Steuerschaltung dafür ausgelegt ist, um den Umrichter zu veranlassen eine anfängliche Frequenz und eine anfängliche Spannung an den Motor beim Starten anzulegen; um einen Laufmodus des Motors auf Grundlage eines Erfassungsergebnisses von der Stromerfassungsschaltung zu bestimmen; und um zu bestimmen, wann die Betriebsfrequenz des Umrichters zu erhöhen ist, auf Grundlage des Ergebnisses von der Stromerfassungsschaltung; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuerschaltung ausgelegt ist, um Spannung um einen festen Betrag für sukzessive feste Perioden zu erhöhen, wenn der Motor nicht
betrieben wird, und dann den Betriebsmodus des Motors auf Grundlage eines Erfassungsergebnisses von der Stromerfassungsschaltung auszuwerten.

2. Steuereinheit einer Kühlmachine nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Steuerschaltung dafür ausgelegt ist, die Umrückerfrequenz zu erhöhen, wenn die Spannung eine vorher gesetzte Ansteuerspannung erreicht.


5. Steuereinheit einer Kühlmachine nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Steuerschaltung ausgelegt ist, um die anfängliche Spannung um einen festen Betrag für jede feste Periode, wenn der Motor nicht betrieben wird, zu erhöhen, und dann auszuwerten, ob der Temperatur-charakteristische Wert die voreingestellte Temperatur überschritten hat, auf Grundlage des Erfassungsergebnisses von der Temperaturerfassungsschaltung.
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